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Introduction – The Radiographic Image
The purpose of The Radiographic Image is to explain the basic concepts of image formation and the 
factors that affect image brightness, contrast, sharpness and overall quality.
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Overview
This course explains in detail the principle of 
image formation on any type of x-ray receptor 
starting from the interaction between the 
x-ray and the object that is radiographed. This 
course will also explain the factors that affect 
the image quality such as the kVp, mAs, spatial 
resolution, and contrast resolution and image 
sharpness.

Learning Objectives
Upon completion of this course, the dental 
professional should be able to:
• Describe how the x-ray image is formed.
• Explain the difference between contrast 

resolution and spatial resolution.
• Describe the effect of the exposure settings 

on the image quality.
• Describe the difference between 

magnification and distortion.

Introduction
On November 8, 1895, William C. Roentgen 
discovered the x-ray. About half a month after 
the announcement of this discovery Friedrich 
Otto Walkhoff took the first dental radiograph. 

It took him 25 minutes to get his own 
radiographic image. Since then, technological 
advances have dramatically improved 
radiographic image quality. However, the way 
the radiographic image quality is affected by 
the X-ray beam quality, quantity and intensity, 
and by the radiographic object, have not 
changed.

The purpose of this course is to explain the 
factors that are responsible of forming the 
radiographic image and how they affect the 
image quality.

How is a Radiographic Image Formed?
When an x-ray passes through an absorber, 
it gets differentially absorbed by what 
constitutes the absorber and the thickness of 
each component. When the x-ray beam exits 
this absorber, it will have varying levels of 
intensities. This variation will be recorded on 
a radiographic receptor as different densities 
generating the radiographic contrast. The 
densities related to a thick absorber (i.e., 
aluminum) will be brighter than the densities of 
the thin absorbers (Figure 1).1-5

Radiographic Density
Radiographic density is reflected by 
radiographic image darkness. In conventional 
film radiography, it is called “transmitted 
density” because it is a measure of the light 
transmitted through the film. In digital imaging, 
it refers to how much the overall histogram 
of the image is shifted towards the lower grey 
levels.3,6-8

There are common factors that affect the 
radiographic density of conventional film and 
digital receptor or plate, and there are other 
factors that depend on the nature of the 
receptor. We will only discuss common factors 

Figure 1. Illustration of a radiographic image formation.
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that relate to the exposure and to the subject 
and we will consider one variable at a time, 
keeping the other variables fixed.

Change in mA and in Exposure Time
When the mA or exposure time increases, the 
number of x-ray photons generated at the 
anode increases linearly without increasing 
beam energy. This will result in a higher 
number of photons reaching the receptor and 
this leads to an overall increase in the density 
of the radiographic image (Figure 2).2,4,6,9

Change in kVp
When the kVp increases, the number and 
energy of x-ray photons generated at the 
anode increase. This will result in a higher 
number of photons with higher energies 
reaching the receptor, and this leads to an 
overall increase of density of the radiographic 
image at a greater scale when increasing mA or 
exposure time (Figure 3).2-4,8

Change in Source to Object Distance
When the source to object distance increases, 
the intensity of the x-ray beam decreases 
following the inverse square law. This will result 
in decrease in the intensity of the beam reaching 
the object, and this results in a decrease in image 
density (Figure 4).5-7,10,11

Thickness of the Absorber
When the thickness of the absorber increases, 
the number of photons absorbed increases, 
leading to less photons reaching the receptor. 
This will result in a decrease in the image density 
(Figure 5).3,710,11

Radiographic Contrast
Contrast is the difference in density or difference 
in the degree of grayness between areas of the 
radiographic image.7 The radiographic contrast 
depends on the following three factors:
1. Subject Contrast: it refers to the difference in 

the intensity transmitted through the different 

Figure 2. Change of image density related to change of mA and/or exposure time: Image A is 
used as reference. Image B shows a brighter image due to decrease in mA and/or exposure 
time. Image C shows a darker image due to increase in mA and/or exposure time.

Figure 3. Change of image contrast related to change of kVp: Image A is used as reference. 
Image B shows a higher contrast image due to decrease in kVp. Image C shows a lower contrast 
image due to increase in kVp.
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• Radiation quality or kVp: it has a great 
effect on subject contrast. A lower kVp 
will make the x-ray beam less penetrating. 
This will result in a greater difference in 
attenuation between the different parts 
of the subject, leading to higher contrast. 
A higher kVp will make the x-ray beam 
more penetrating. This will result in less 
difference in attenuation between the 
different parts of the subject, leading to 
lower contrast.1,3,4,12

2. Receptor Contrast: it refers to the ability 
of a receptor to show adequately the 
information that the photons transmitted 
through the subject. In conventional 
radiography, the contrast depends on the 
size of the grains, the development time, 
the concentration and temperature of 

parts of an object. For example, in an 
intraoral radiograph, enamel will attenuate 
x-rays more than dentin. Subject contrast is 
affected by the following factors:
• Thickness difference: if the x-ray beam 

is attenuated by 2 different thicknesses 
of the same material, the thicker part will 
attenuate more x-rays than the thinner 
part.1,4,5,12

• Density difference: this is also known as 
the mass per unit volume. It is the most 
important factor contributing to subject 
contrast. A higher density material will 
attenuate more x-rays than a lower 
density material.5,6,10,11

• Atomic number difference: A higher 
atomic number material will attenuate 
more x-rays than a lower atomic number 
material.2,6,7

Figure 4. Change of image density related to change of source to detector 
distance: Image A is used as reference. Image B shows a brighter image due 
to increase of source to detector distance.

Figure 5. Change of image density related to change of absorber thickness: 
Image A is used as reference. Image B shows a brighter image due to 
increase of absorber thickness.
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imaging, it depends on the bit-depth of the 
system. As noted earlier, an 8-bit system can 
show only 256 gray values as opposed to a 
12-bit system, which shows 4096 gray values. 
The 8-bit system shows less gray values and 
is a high contrast system than the 12-bit 
system that shows more gray values and is a 
low contrast system. However, if the 12-bit-
system can clearly show two near-by gray value 
intensities, the system will have a high contrast 
resolution (Figure 6).1,3,6,7

Spatial Resolution
Spatial resolution in radiology refers to the 
ability of an imaging system to differentiate 
between two near-by objects. In digital imaging, 
it depends on the size of the pixel used. A large 
pixel size will be unable to resolve two near-by 
structures as compared to a small pixel size. 
Spatial resolution is measured in line-pairs per 
millimeters (Figure 7).1,4,7,9-11

Image Magnification
It refers to the proportional increase in the 
dimensions of a radiographed object relative 
to the actual dimensions of that object and 
depends on the following factors:
1. Increasing object to film distance only will 

result in an increase in magnification of the 
radiographic image. Decreasing object to 
film distance only will result in a decrease 
in magnification of the radiographic image 
(Figure 8).2,4,7,8

the developing solution, and overall film 
density.2,47,12 As conventional film use has 
been reduced, we will not discuss the details 
of these factors. 
 
In digital imaging, contrast depends on the 
bit-depth of the receptor. Bit-depth refers 
to the number of possible grey values 
that can be stored in an image. The higher 
the bit-depth, the more gray values it can 
store. The simplest image, a 1-bit image, 
can only show two colors, black and white. 
That is because 1-bit can only store one of 
two values, 0 (white) and 1 (black). An 8-bit 
image can store 256 possible gray values, 
while a 12-bit image can display 4096 gray 
values.1,4,9

3. Factors that Affect Radiographic 
Contrast: Scatter radiation will decrease 
the contrast of the radiograph; however, 
collimation can counterbalance this 
effect.1,4,7,8

Image Resolution
Image resolution is the details that an image 
can contain. The details depend on the 
following factors:

Contrast Resolution
It is the ability of an imaging system to 
distinguish between multiple densities in 
the radiographic image. In the case of digital 

Figure 6. Comparison of 2 systems. In each rectangle, there is a square 
that has a grey value close to the grey value of the rectangle. A has a low 
contrast resolution. B has a high contrast resolution.
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Increasing source to object distance only will 
result in a decrease in magnification of the 
radiographic image. Decreasing source to 
object distance only will result in an increase 
in magnification of the radiographic image 
(Figure 9).2,4,7,8

Image Distortion
It refers to the non-proportional increase in the 
dimensions of a radiographed object relative to 
the actual dimensions of that object. It can be 
seen when there is a change in the angle of the 
incidence x-ray beam or when the receptor is 
not parallel to the object (Figure 10).2,4,5,7,8

Image Sharpness
Sharpness is considered a major factor in 
determining image quality as it is the factor 
that determines the amount of detail an 
imaging system can reproduce (Figure 11).

Sharpness is defined by the dimensions of the 
partially shaded outer region or the penumbra 
of an object. The wider the penumbra, the less 
sharp the image (Figure 12).1,2,5

We will only discuss the properties of shadow-
casting and the width of the penumbra that are 
related to the x-ray tube and sensor. We will 

Figure 7. Comparison of 2 systems: A has a low 
spatial resolution and B has a high spatial resolution.

Figure 8. Comparison of magnification when the object to film distance 
changes. A short distance (A) shows less magnification than a long distance (B).
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Figure 9. Comparison of magnification when the source to object 
distance changes. A short distance (A) shows more magnification 
than a long distance (B).

Figure 10. Distortion of the shape of the rectangle due to a change in the angle 
of incidence of an x-ray beam.

Figure 11. Image A is sharpness when compared to B.

Figure 12. Shadow casting, umbra and penumbra.
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is the penumbra, resulting in a less sharp 
image.2-4,9,7,11

4. X-ray tube motion-related un-sharpness: 
If the tube moves when the x-ray image is 
being taken, the apparent focal spot size 
will become larger resulting in a larger 
penumbra and a less sharp image.2,5,12

Conclusion
Radiographic image quality is a combination 
of the following: density, contrast, spatial 
resolution, contrast resolution, magnification, 
distortion and sharpness. The x-ray settings 
can affect many of those factors at the same 
time and it is important to understand how 
these settings affect each of these variables.

not factor in patient-related sharpness of the 
image.

The sharpness of the image depends on 
multiple factors. We will consider one variable 
at a time, keeping the other variables fixed:
1. The apparent focal spot size: The larger 

is the size of the apparent focal spot, the 
larger is the penumbra, resulting in a less 
sharp image.1,3,6,11

2. Source-to-object distance: The greater is 
the source-to-object distance, the smaller 
is the penumbra, resulting in a sharper 
image.1,2,4,5,8,11

3. Object-to-receptor distance: The greater is 
the object-to-receptor distance, the larger 
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Course Test Preview
To receive Continuing Education credit for this course, you must complete the online test.  Please 
go to: www.dentalcare.com/en-us/professional-education/ce-courses/ce571/start-test

1. Which of the following statements related to the formation of a radiographic image is 
correct?
A. When an x-ray passes through an absorber, it is absorbed differentially by what constitutes 

the absorber and the thickness of each component.
B. When the x-ray beam exits an absorber, it will have varying levels of intensities recorded on 

a radiographic receptor as different densities, generating the radiographic contrast.
C. Radiographic densities associated with thick absorbers will be brighter than densities 

associated with thin absorbers.
D. All of the above.

2. All of the following statements related to factors that affect radiographic density are 
correct EXCEPT which one?
A. When the mA or exposure time increases, the number of photons generated increases 

linearly without increasing beam energy.
B. When related to a reference radiographic image, a decrease in the mA or exposure time 

will result in a brighter radiographic image.
C. When the kVp increases, the number and energy of x-ray photons generated decrease.
D. When related to a reference radiographic image, an increase in kVp will result in a 

radiographic image with lower contrast.

3. All of the following statements related to source to object distance or thickness of the 
absorber are correct EXCEPT which one?
A. When the source to object distance increases, the intensity of the x-ray beam decreases 

following the inverse square law.
B. When related to a reference radiographic image, increasing the source to object distance 

will result in a darker image.
C. When the thickness of the absorber increases, the number of photons absorbed increases.
D. When related to a reference radiographic image, an increase in absorber thickness will 

result in a brighter image.

4. Which of the following statements related to radiographic contrast, i.e., the difference 
in the degree of grayness between areas of the radiographic image are correct?
A. When the x-ray beam is attenuated by 2 different thicknesses of the same object, the 

thicker part will attenuate more x-rays than the thinner part.
B. An important contributing factor is the density of the object - high density material will 

attenuate more x-rays than low density material.
C. Higher kVp will make the x-ray beam more penetrating resulting in lower contrast.
D. All of the above.

5. Which of the following statements related to receptor contrast, i.e., the ability of a 
receptor to show adequately the information that the photons transmitted through the 
subject is incorrect?
A. In conventional radiography, receptor contrast depends on the size of the grains, 

development time, concentration and temperature of the developing solution, and overall 
film density.

B. In digital imaging, contrast depends on the bit-depth of the receptor, i.e., the number of 
possible grey values that can be stored in an image.

C. In digital imaging, the higher the bit-depth of the receptor, the less gray values it can store.
D. In digital imaging, a 1-bit receptor can only store one of two values, 0 (white) and 1 (black).

http://www.dentalcare.com/en-us/professional-education/ce-courses/ce571/start-test
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6. Factors that affect radiographic contrast include scatter radiation, which will decrease 
the contrast of the radiograph; however, collimation can counterbalance this effect.
A. True
B. False

7. All of the following statements related to contrast resolution are correct EXCEPT which 
one?
A. Contrast resolution is the ability of an imaging system to distinguish between multiple 

densities in the radiographic image.
B. In digital imaging, contrast resolution depends on the bit-depth of the system - an 8-bit 

system can show 256 gray values as opposed to a 12-bit system, which shows 4096 gray 
values.

C. In digital imaging, an 8-bit system shows less gray values than a 12-bit system and is, 
generally, a low contrast system.

D. In digital imaging, a 12-bit system that shows more gray values than an 8-bit system 
and is, generally, a low contrast system, but if it can clearly show two near-by gray value 
intensities, the system will have a high contrast resolution.

8. All of the following statements related to special resolution are correct EXCEPT which 
one?
A. Spatial resolution in radiology refers to the ability of an imaging system to differentiate 

between two near-by objects.
B. In digital imaging, special resolution depends on the size of the pixel used.
C. Larger the pixel size, the more likely that the system will resolve two near-by structures, 

i.e., will have a higher special resolution as compared to a small pixel size system.
D. Spatial resolution is measured in line-pairs per millimeters.

9. Which of the following statements related to image magnification is correct?
A. Image magnification refers to the proportional increase in the dimensions of a 

radiographed object relative to the actual dimensions of that object.
B. Increasing object to film distance only will result in an increase in magnification of the 

radiographic image. 
C. Increasing source to object distance only will result in a decrease in magnification of the 

radiographic image.
D. All of the above.

10. Which of the following statements related to image distortion is correct?
A. refers to the non-proportional increase in the dimensions of a radiographed object relative 

to the actual dimensions of that object.
B. can be seen when there is a change in the angle of the incidence x-ray beam.
C. can be seen when the receptor is not parallel to the object.
D. All of the above

11. Image sharpness is considered a major factor in determining image quality as it is the 
factor that determines the amount of detail an imaging system can reproduce.
A. True
B. False

12. Image sharpness is defined by the dimensions of the partially shaded outer region or 
the penumbra of an object– an image with a narrow penumbra is less sharp.
A. True
B. False
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13. All of the following statements related to image sharpness are correct EXCEPT which 
one?
A. The larger is the size of the apparent focal spot, the larger is the penumbra, resulting in a 

less sharp image.
B. The greater is the source-to-object distance, the greater is the penumbra, resulting in a less 

sharp image.
C. The greater is the object-to-receptor distance, the larger is the penumbra, resulting in a 

less sharp image.
D. If the tube moves when the x-ray image is being taken, the apparent focal spot size will 

become larger resulting in a larger penumbra and a less sharp image.
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